The Mindset of Lead
Generation 10 Mindset Shifts to SHIFT YOU and
Make Lead Generation EASY and FUN

MINDSET SHIFT #1
YOU ARE VALUABLE
• Only eight percent of recent home sales were FSBO sales
in 2020. This remains close to the lowest share recorded
since this report started in 1981.

• FSBOs typically sell for less than the selling price of other
homes; FSBO homes sold at a median of $217,900 last
year (up from last year), and significantly lower than the
median of agent-assisted homes at $242,300.

• That math for 2020, even in the HOTTEST Sellers

Market we have seen in a LONG time, is Sellers that
did not use an Agent averaged 10.11% less money
than those using an Agent.

Going to Say that Again…
• Owners that use an Agent… Sell on Average for 10.11% MORE
MONEY… than those that do not use an Agent.

• What is it you charge for your Services and the Services of a
Buyers’ Brokerage too?

• Sellers PROFIT by using even the AVERAGE Agent and you, my
friends, are well above Average or you wouldn’t be here right now.

Remember the
Science of Getting Rich Quote

You get rich (in part) by Bringing
MORE IN USE VALUE than you
cost in Cash Value.
We literally have proof of that value!

MINDSET SHIFT #2
IT IS A DISSERVICE TO NOT
OFFER YOUR SERVICES
When you do not consistently offer your Professional
Services to the People you care for most, you are putting
them in Danger of using an Agent who will not take care of
them and their money like YOU WOULD.
Or even worse, try to do it on their own!

NAR 2020 Profile of Home
Buyers and Sellers Shows
• A whopping 89%* of Sellers and Buyers surveyed after

closing say they would do business again with the Agent
that represented them yet only 26% of Sellers and Buyers of the
NEXT opportunity do it. Why? They simply lost touch
with their Agent.

• Also, notable, this little tidbit: “Tenure in the home

remained at a high of 10 years this year. Historically, tenure in the
home has been six to seven years. Sellers may now have the equity
and buyer demand to sell their home after stalling or delaying their
home sale.” That means NOW is the time to reach out, even
if they’ve been in their home for 10+ years!

*89% said that they would definitely (74 percent) or probably (15 percent) recommend their agent for future services.

NAR 2020 Report says the typical Seller has
recommended their agent once since selling their
home. Twenty-seven percent recommended their
agent four or more times since selling their home.
Are you getting these results…OR will you
continue to not talk to your past clients as often
as you should?

When you don’t consistently offer your services,
They may think:
“I love Jamey, but they are too busy to work with me. They tell me how busy they are all the time, I
don’t want to bother them.”
“I must be too small-fry to work with Jamey… they must have much bigger clients than me.”
“Jamey obviously doesn’t want to mix their personal life with business, so I won’t ask them to do
that.”
“I hear Jamey talk about how difficult clients are… and love them too much to ask them to handle
me... I mean, buying/selling is stressful!”
“Jamey never talks about helping other friends/family/neighbors/vendors, so they don’t work with
that type of client. It’s OK, I have another friend anyway who does, so I’ll work with them.”
“Jamey is stressed enough without having to deal with me, they don’t even seem to LIKE real estate
anymore!”
“Jamey is too big a deal to work with my sister… it would be rude of me to even ask.”
“Jamey doesn’t need my help… I have another friend that does and tells me all the time that referrals
are the lifeblood of their business, I’ll refer my co-worker to them instead.”

MINDSET SHIFT #3
YOU DON’T NEED VERY MANY… AND LEAD
FOLLOW-UP IS PART OF LEAD GENERATION
Our problem is not that we don’t have enough
PEOPLE… it’s that we have too many to make
an impact. And most of them are the WRONG
PEOPLE.
Have written MINIMUM STANDARDS, so
you know who belongs as an Active in your
Database (has a next contact date) and who
doesn’t. Otherwise, you just keep anyone and
everyone muddling your effectiveness.

Minimum Standards Basic Review
• How close to your home/office is your MINIMUM STANDARD.
• What price range do you work in – low and high end. Establish for both

Sellers and Buyers. For example, you may be happy to list a $185K home but
that is too low for a Buyer minimum standard.

• What is your minimum commission low end you will accept? This should not
be a lot lower than the average commission you have in your business plan.

Note: Every client you choose to work with either fits your minimum standard
or is an exception to it. Know which is which.

To Repeat Myself
(I know you love my consistency)

Over 85% Agents doing 100+ sales a year
obtain 80%+ of their business from a
Database they have worked for years.
People who know them and feel they are a
friend and are their personal Realtor. If
you are not doing as many sales as you
want, or are struggling with lead
generation, step back and see if you are
doing what you can with what you
already have.

The SIMPLE MATH says you only need
10X your goal 2 years from now in your
Database today… of the RIGHT
people… serviced correctly. PLUS being a
good solid Agent, giving a consistent level
of service when you do a transaction.
More people to service simply dilutes
your effectiveness with the RIGHT
people.

How to get ONLY the RIGHT PEOPLE in your ACTIVE DATABASE
(i.e., they have a next follow-up date)

Too many in our Databases are people we don’t know. Bought lists. Primarily
old Buyer leads. People who don’t even fit our minimum standards.

Recommendation: Pay someone else to go through them and identify:
1. Are they a HOT LEAD that fits your Minimum Standards? Then, yes, of
course, they belong in the Database and should have a next contact date that is very
very soon. Like today. Yes, Lead follow-up IS Lead Generation. Until they sign a
contract for sale or a contract to purchase it’s Lead Gen… that confusion causes too many of
you to “Lead Gen” ignoring “Lead Follow-Up”!!!!

How to get ONLY the RIGHT PEOPLE in your ACTIVE DATABASE
(i.e., they have a next follow-up date)

2. Assuming you wish to PRIMARLY work with Sellers… if not a Hot Lead:

Is this person in my Database a Homeowner now? Do they fit my Minimum
Standards? If so, should they be someone you should GET to know? If they
fit your Minimum standards and are connected to someone you know,
consider introducing yourself and decide then. If not, done them. Get
them out of your Actives because they are taking time away from the FEW
you are trying to establish relationship with as THEIR PERSONAL
REALTOR.

How to get ONLY the RIGHT PEOPLE in your ACTIVE DATABASE
(i.e., they have a next follow-up date)

3. If not a HOT LEAD or a Homeowner that fits your Minimum Standards, who

are they??
If not an Influencer, or a Vendor, or a Family Member or Friend, do they belong as
an Active?
4. If they were a Buyer Lead that appears to fit your minimum standard, have your
assistant call through and find out: A. Did they already buy? And B. Do they own
something they need to sell before they buy. NAR says ½ of Buyer leads have a
home to sell first! Ask. Done or Refer them unless they are revived as a New Hot
Lead or a Homeowner that fits minimum standards that you are willing to get to
know.

MINDSET SHIFT #4
IF YOU HAVE TOO MANY
ACTIVES…CHOOSE 1 or 2
Do your Math… 10X the number you want to close 2 years from now.
Compare to your Active Database. Too many? Make a choice:

1. RAISE YOUR MINIMUM STANDARDS to eliminate more from the
Database OR

2. Add an Agent to your Team and RAISE YOUR GOALS
3. NOTE: There is no 3rd Option to keep more than you need because that
dilutes your effectiveness to reach your goals at all. Good Leads will
slip through the cracks…

MINDSET SHIFT #5
STOP LOOKING FOR MORE PEOPLE IF YOU HAVE
ENOUGH
The biggest mistake Agents make is trying to ADD more people to their
leads/database using other methods when they have all they need or too many already.

1. The Grass is not Greener on the other side of the fence. If you’ve done the work, stop
gazing at other grass and work your own.

2. This makes it easy to say NO to shiny objects. “No thank you, I don’t want any
more leads…”

3. IF you do NOT have enough, then yes, find more. FSBO’s and Expireds are the

ones raising their hands to say “I may need an Agent” but you can also find a Geo
or Demo Farm and work it or decide to work Absentee or Investor Owners.

MINDSET
SHIFT #6
MAKING
DAILY
CONTACTS IS
THE TOP OF
THE FUNNEL
AND MUST
BE DONE
EACH DAY

Your Daily Contacts
are the “BIG ROCKS”
that need to go into the
TIME JAR of your
Work-Days FIRST

Stop Making a Big Deal out of it
and Just DO IT – Every day. Open
the DB and Make the Contacts
scheduled. Creating a new contact
date for each attempted contact or
making that record “Done.”

With the exception of these, just don’t do it
1. If you need more in your DB, you may need
to market to find them. Once you have enough,
you can stop it. It’s an unnecessary expense
we’ve been “sold” that we need to do.

MINDSET
SHIFT #7

“MARKETING”
is not part of the
Income Funnel

2. If Marketing is PART of contacting your
Database in some way (like a Newsletter you
send to a Geo or Demo Farm like AO’s or IO’s)
or posting to your Tribe on Social Media.

3. It’s part of Lead Follow-Up –OR- improving
your Presentations with Pizzaz -Or- Outstanding
Customer Service.

MINDSET
SHIFT #8
Don’t just
Ask… be a
Trusted
Consultant

“Hi, how are you? Well, that’s great. Have
you all thought of moving anytime soon? No,
OK, well, I’ll check in again soon. Please
know I’m happy to help your friends, family
and coworkers too”
Is a basic script that will work but
there is something BETTER… It’s
called having a CONVERATION and
LISTENING to hear & understand…
and PLANTING SEEDS as time goes
on. Cultivating. Being MORE than an
order taker, but a Trusted ADVISOR.

Be THINKING about what this
Homeowner needs! YOU may be the
one to bring it up and plant the seed…
• How old are they?
• Is the home they are in too big/too small

• Are they retiring soon?
• What will they do in retirement? Entertain at

• Will they be adding to their family?
• Will one or more of them be working from

• Do they need a lock it up and go home?
• Do they need to diversify investments?
• Do they have a lot of equity that could be

for the next part of their lives?

home for a long time?

• Is a work relocation possible soon?
• Are all bedrooms on 2nd story as they age?
• Is the lot too big/small for their needs and
abilities?

home? Golf ? Travel?

used to make them wealthier?

• What else should we be thinking of ?

MINDSET SHIFT #9
HOW YOU CONTACT YOUR
DATABASE SHOWS THEM HOW
YOU DO YOUR BUSINESS…

ARE YOU SHOWING PEOPLE WHO YOU ARE AS A
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESSPERSON?
People know instinctively that how you “sell them” is how you “serve them.” Is it
consistent? Is it professional? Can they count on you? Are you someone they can Trust
when they DO have a need or question?
1. Show them you do your homework. Know things before you contact. Check their social media.
If they are a professional, check specifically Linked In. Do they feel like they were “one and done” as
a contact today or do they feel they had a great conversation with someone different in a better way?
2. Did they learn something from your contact they didn’t know before about Real Estate. A statistic,
a house for sale, a buyer looking, the state of the market in general?
3. Did they leave the conversation with some sense of curiosity? Did you make them THINK? Who
DO I know that would fit XYZ? Should I be investing in RE? Is it time for me to be making plans
for my future property?

MINDSET SHIFT #10
KEEP POSITIVE ABOUT LEAD GENERATION and don’t
stop with a YES…
Some Days you’ll not get good response. It’s OK. It’s part of the deal

1. Get over it and go on. It’s normal. People have bad days. Give people grace. USE
THE GREEN LENS.

2. This is a long game. Do it every day for 90 days without fail and see what happens.
Are you willing?

3. Don’t stop when someone says YES to service them. DO ALL YOUR DAILY
CONTACTS first and then fulfill any promises AFTERWARDS or you will cut
your effectiveness short. Work the program. Contacts FIRST. Servicing NEXT.

